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On phenomenological description of rock-like materials with account 
for kinetics of brittle fracture 

A. DRAGON (WARSZAWA) 

A MODEL is proposed for a class of solids (rocks, concretes, ceramics) exhibiting physical non
linearity and stress path dependence as a consequence of structural rearrangement due to brittle 
cracking. The incremental stress-strain relations being presented are related to the change of 
internal parameter, which characterizes the intensity and geometry of crack field. The kinetics 
of cracking process is formulated analytically. The final failure criteria, depending on stress
history, may be derived using the introduced concepts. Some correlations between computed 
and experimental results are discussed. 

W pracy przedstawiono model material6w wykazujllcych m.in. efekty fizycznej nieliniowosci 
i wrai:liwosci na histori~ obcil!Zenia wskutek inicjacji i rozwoju kruchych sp~kan w trakcie pro
cesu. Celem rozwazan jest opisanie zachowania si~ material6w skalopodobnych (skaly, betony, 
ceramiki). W celu uchwycenia zaleznoSci mi~dzy makroskopowymi efektami mechanicznymi 
a procesem p~kania wprowadzono do zwillzk6w fizycznych parametr wewn~trzny, charakte
ryzujllCY intensywnosc i geometri~ pola sp~kan i szczelin. Zaproponowano analityczny opis 
kinetyki kruchych sp~kan; odpowiedni zwillzek ma postac przyrostowll podobnie jak r6wna
nia konstytutywne. OpierajllC si~ na przedstawionej koncepcji mozna wyprowadzic warunki 
koncowego zniszczenia, ~dllce funkcjll drogi w przestrzeni napr~renia. Otrzymano wyniki wy
kazujllce zgodnosc z danymi doswiadczalnymi. 

B pa6oTe npeJJ;CTaBJieHa MaJJ;em. MaTepHanos, o6JiaJJ;aiOlllHX, Me>I<)J;y npoqHM, 3<l><l>eKTaMH 
$H3J~qeCKOH HeJIHHCHHOCTH H qyBCTBHTeJThHOCThlO Ha HCTOpHIO Harpy3KH BCJie)J;CTBHe HHH
QHpaBaHIDI H pa3BHTIDI xpynKHX TpemHH no xoJJ;y npoQecca. UeJILro paccy>I<)J;eHHH HBJIHeTCH 
OllHcaHHe llOBe)J;eHIDI CKaJI006pa3HbiX MaTepHaJIOB (CKaJibi, 6eTOHbl, KepaMHKa). C QeJThlO 
Bblpa»<eHHH 3aBHCHMOCTH Me>I<)J;y MaKpOCKOOJiqeCKHMH MeXaHJ~qeCKHMH 3Q>Q>eKTaMH H npo
QeCCOM pa3pyweHHH BBe)J;eH B $H3HqeCKHe COOTHOilleHIDI BHyTpeHHHH napaMeTp, xapaKTe
pH3Y10li.lHH HHTeHCHBHOCT~> H reoMeTpHIO noJIH TPemHH H meneii. IlpeJJ;Jia>Kello aHaJIHT}fqecKoe 
OllHCallHe I<HHeTHKH XpynKHX TpemHH; COOTBeTCTByroli.lee COOTHOilleHHe HMeeT BH)J; B llpH
pocrax, aHa.n:orH~o KaK onpeJJ;eJIHIOmHe ypaBilelliDI. ODHpa.Rcb lla npeJJ;crasJiellHYIO KOH
QenQHIO, MO>KHO BbiBeCTH YCJIOBIDI OCTaTOqaoro pa3pyweHIDI, 6yJJ;yqHe Q>yaKQHeH nyTH 
B npocrpaHCTBe llanpH>KeHHii. IlonyqeHbi pe3yJILTaThi, noKa3hiBaromHe cosnaJJ;allHe c 3Kcne
PHMeHTaJI&HbiMH JJ;allHbiMH. 

1. Introduction 

THE purpose of this paper is to propose a simplified material model for predicting the 
time-independent stress-strain relations and failure of rock-like materials (i.e. rocks, 
concretes, mortars, ceramics) under general stress conditions. 

The fundamental property of this class of materials is progressive fracturing which de
termines the type of behaviour observed in the process. Coupling between material re
sponse and fracturing takes place in a wide range of loads, also in the range of engineering 
applications. The study of failure is also essential for a more efficient description of crush
ing processes, which are widely employed in technology. 
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14 A. · DRAGON 

In spite of a growing interest in the study of mechanical behaYiour of rocks and con-
. cretes, their behaviour and properties are still not fully understood, especially for com
plex stress states. In experiments, the physical non-linearity and volume changes are ob
served. Moreover, shear and volumetric deformations are coupled, similarly as in a fa
miliar dilatancy effect, typical for soil behaviour. Generally, the material under consid
eration exhibits the stress- and strain path-dependent behaviour. Typical stress-strain 
curves are discussed in the next section together with brittle cracking mechanism and final 
fracture patterns found by some investigators. The relationship between the intensity and 
geometry of crack-field, from one side, and stress state from the other is subsequently 
discussed. This relation, determining the kinetics of the brittle cracking, is an important 
step for establishing the mechanical model, developed in Sect. 3. 

In what follows, the macroscopic mechanical behaviour in any process is related to 
internal (structural) rearrangement of a material which is simulated by a change of internal 
parameter. It is the tensor parameter which characterizes the intensity and geometry of 
crack field in a body under consideration. Mathematically, the incremental stress-strain 
relations are connected with the change of parameter describing the fracturing process. 
The idea of such approach for brittle-plastic materials, like rocks and concretes, has been 
suggested by MR6z [1]. 

It is shown that, following this concept, one may obtain the failure criteria in the stress
space, which depend on. the stress path. Some examples are given in Sect. 4. There is de
monstrated qualitatively good correlation between predicted and experimental results. 
The model is admissible, when progressive brittle cracking and also brittle failure mechanism 
(both defined in Sect. 2) are taken into account. The latter takes place in rock-like materials, 
when moderate hydrostatic pressures exist. 

Since the actual concern of this study is phenomenological description of fracturing 
of rocks and concrete, no mechanisms of damage on the microscale level are considered. 
For instance, we do not introduce the notion of microstresses, but use the continuous 
mechanics-concept of Cauchy-stress also when describing cracking mechanisms. 

2. Material response and progressive crack-field growth 

2.1. Mechanical behaviour of rock-like materials 

Typical stress-strain curves for uniaxial and multiaxial compression are of the type 
shown in Fig. 1. They are decomposed into spherical and deviatoric components, plotted 
separately. A detailed consideration of the curves shows interesting features of the material 
response. The first is that material displays non-linear behaviour from the beginning of the 
structural rearrangement, due to crack-field growth, see also Fig. 2 [9]. The extent of domain 
of non-linearity depends on the type of loading applied. Since large hydrostatic pressure 
inhibits crack growth, the linear response is observed in the wide range of stresses in pro
cesses with high initial c<;mfining pressures applied (see, for example, the segment 0-B 
of the curve e, Fig. la, b). 

The character of dilatational response is quite complex and exhibits some important 
features. The volume decrease takes place in the first phase of loading when compressive 
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ON PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF ROCK-LIKE MATERIALS 1.5 

loads are considered. This is due to the closure of initial voids in material. Afterwards, the 
relevant volume increasing is observed as a consequence of fracturing accompanied by 
an increase in porosity. In Fig. la is evident the deviation of volumetric curves for processes 
in which shearing occurs and those processes corresponding to hydrostatic loading 
only. It is the result of coupling of shear and volumetric deformations, called sometime& 

a 
r-typico.l concrete 

behaviour, /after[3]/ 

Number of cracks 

FIG. 1. 

FIG. 2. 

b 

e 

Stress- volumetric 
strain curve 

the dilatancy effect [2]. An extensive study of this phenomenon and its connection with 
progressive fracturing is given experimentally by BRACE and eo-workers [4]. 

Examination of loading and unloading curves for rocks . and concrete subjected to cyclic 
loading (see for example [5]) leads to the conclusion that elastic moduli change in the 
course of progressive fracture, see Fig. 3. It is the result of brittle effects developed on 
each cycle, and of the influence of residual (plastic) deformation which modifies elastic 
properties. Hence, both brittle-elastic and elastic-plastic coupling effects occur. The sec
ond ·effect exists rather in "ductile" rocks, like marble, sandstone. In crystalline rocks, 
like granite, elastic-brittle coupling prevails i.e. actual compressibility is affected by brittle 
rearrangement growing on each cycle. It may be expected that both effects exist together 
in most of cases. 
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16 A. DRAGON 

The description of elastic-plastic coupling for granular media was discussed by HUECKEL 

and DRESCHER [6] and HuECKEL [7]. In the present theory, since the irreversible strains 
are neglected, the variability of material moduli induced by brittle effects is considered. 

For specifying the parameter characterizing structural rearrangements, the phenomenon 
of brittle cracking must be treated analytically. Consequently, phenomenological tule for 
crack distribution and growth related to stress ought to be determined. 

We are especially interested in the actual formation and growth of crack-field during 
deformation. We base our analysis on some available experimental works containing 

FIG. 3. 

valuable results concerning distribution and growth of cracks in samples [8, 9]: Some 
conclusions may also be done from study of final fracture patterns [I 0]. 

Generally, it is possible to distinguish two types of cracking, which will be called the 
~'shear" and "brittle" cracks. 

The shear type shown schematically in Fig. 4a is the prevailing mode of final failure 
of rock specimens loaded triaxially. As reported by PENG and JOHNSON [8] the resulting 

a p p p 

FIG. 4. 

failure surface is the fault surface which consists of many steps arranged as in a staircase. 
This shape is the result of interaction of two mechanisms, i.e. (i) cracking propagating 
parallel to the direction of axial loading (this will be named brittle mechanism), and (ii) 
final faultings creating rough cone-in-cone or "shear" surface inclined to the axial directions. 
(The steplike character of the final-rupture surface is the most visible in crystalline rock 
specimens. In sedimentary rocks, like sandstone, it is not so distinct). The final pattern 
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ON PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF ROCK-UKE MATERIALS 17 

resembles that of Coulomb materials, like soils, if detailed shape of fault surfaces is 
neglected. It is observed that, before failure, most cracks are oriented roughly parallel 
to the long axes of the specimens, provided (] 3 < (] 2 = 0' 1 e) and 0' 3 is the axial stress. 

As noted previously, the brittle mode is represented by cracks parallel to the prin
cipal directions of the stress tensor. The appearances of cylindrical specimens are of the 
type shown in Fig. 4b. There are researchers suggesting that brittle mode of failure is the 
only true one in rocks and concretes, while the shear failure is a result of frictional restraint 
on contacts of the sample with the loading plates. 

On the basis of experiments [9, 10, 11] it seems to be reasonable to assume that the 
mode of cracking in rocks and concretes is the brittle one for general stress states, although 
the final failure mechanism may be composed of shear fracture planes in specimen sub
jected to triaxialloading when high (compressive) hydrostatic pressures are applied. For 
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moderate pressures and in all remaining stress conditions (for instance, plane stress states) 
the brittle mode prevails during the process before failure and in the stage of formation 
of final failure surface. Fig. 5 illustrates typical patterns of brittle fracture in plane stress 
conditions, after [10]. 

2.2. Formulation of the kinetics of brittle cracking 

Consider for simplicity a specimen subjected to the uniaxial compression. Physically, 
non-linear behaviour of specimen is observed when it becomes cracked on a macroscale. 

(1) Tensile stresses and strains are assumed as positive. 

2 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 1176 
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18 A. DRAGON 

Formation and growth of the axial cracks is observed, so that their directions are generally 
parallel to the axis of stress applied. Also, no relative sliding in the formed fissures exists, 
but progressive splitting, i.e. crack opening perpendicular to the crack direction together 
with increasing of crack length, accompanies stress increment. It is evident that the opening 
of cracks occurs in some peculiar principal directions of stress. In particular, the develop
ment of fracturing is related to the increments of the positive stress-deviator components: 

(while s3 = ~ a is negative (compressive). 

It is interesting to re-examine this scheme for biaxial and triaxial stress conditions on 
the basis of some patterns of cracks distribution from experiments like, for instance, these 
in Fig. 5. It can easily be checked that the same rule for crack growth and direction of 
crack opening, as described above, remains valid within the brittle mode for all stress
states. 

As stated above, the geometry of crack-field developing in mechanical process is re
stricted by the actual stress-state. The phenomenon seems to be complicated, since brittle 
cracks open in actual principal stress-deviator directions of positive-valued components, 
while they do not open in remaining principal directions. This connection of brittle 
cracking with stress tensor suggests that the process can adequately be modelled using also 
tensorial internal parameter simulating fracturing. Moreover, the above discussion points 
at "switching" type of relationship between fracture and stress tensors, available to permit 
crack growth related only to positive-valued principal deviator components. Of course, 
there are stress-paths for which no cracks appear and consequently there is no increment 
of any fracture tensor component for such stresses. 

To give more precise description of discussed phenomena, we utilize some concepts 
similar to those of plasticity. They will be adopted here for treating brittle cracking ma
terial. 

First, it is assumed that actual stage of brittle fracturing can be characterized by the 
local tensor parameter, denoted </>;1. We also postulate that increment of this parameter may 
be related to the stress and stress increment by the local relation for processes in which 
irreversible brittle effects develop. Reversible processes, like crack opening and subse
quent closure and so on, are not taken into account. Hence, the tensor </Jii characterizes 
rather permanent damage of initial material. 

Secondly, we postulate the brittle-process-onset condition under combined stresses; 
the concept is analogous to the yield condition of plasticity. lt is here the function of stress 
tensor being the condition permitting brittle response, i.e. the kinetics of brittle cracking 
together with its consequences like history dependence and non-linearity. Geometrically, 
we assume the existence of the surface in stress-space limiting the domain of linear elastic 
response. Since the compressive hydrostatic pressures inhibit the onset of cracking and, 
on the other hand, the departure from the hydrostatic axis in the principal stress-space 
accelerates it, we assume our · stress condition to be the function of both the first stress 
and the second deviatoric invariants, i.e., 

(2.1) f( aii) = j(/1 , /~) = 0, 
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ON PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF ROCK-LIKE MATERIALS 19 

where 

In particular, the conical surface in the principal stress space may be proposed for 
simplicity. Hence the Eq. (2.1) may be written in the form 

(2.2) 

where both a0 and c0 are positive constants. As it was assummed previously, no irreversible 
brittle cracking occurs within the domain bounded by the surface (2.2). 

Generally we assume that the kinetics of brittle fracture proceeds if the following ine
quality holds 

(2.3) .f(/1' 1~) ~ 0. 

The latter is necessary but not sufficient condition. On the basis of previous analysis 
we· must define precisely the stress-paths on which brittle fracturing occurs (in a manner 
which is analogous to the loading conditions formulated in plasticity, which define the 
stress-paths on which plastic strain occurs). The consequence of considered crack-forma
tion and growth rule is the following restriction: 

The kinetics of brittle fracture occurs if the actual stress-state satisfies (2.3) and the 

stress-path involves the positive increment of at least one, non-negative principal deviator 

component. 

Hence, we are now in a position to establish the analytical relationship of the fact 
that crack-opening occurs along the directions of the principal, positive-valued deviator 
components. This may be written as the coaxial, incremental rule for fracturing increment 
represented by the crack-tensor cp1i. For principal directions of both crack and stress 
tensors we have: r· = g(I • • ~~)ds. if f(/1' 12) ~ 0 for those i .for which both s1 ~ 0, 

(a) and dcpi = 0 ds1 > 0, 
for remaining i, 

(2.4) 
(b) dcpi = 0 if f(/1' 1~) ~ 0 for all i, if there is not any i for 

which s ~ 0, ds > 0, 

or if 
I 

f(/1' 12) < 0 in any case, 

where si is the principal component of stress deviator. In the Eq. (2.4)0 , g(1t, /2) is a pos
itive-valued function of its arguments. The coefficient g(11 , 1~) involves the influence of 
actual stresses on fracturing, on particular stress-path. As the function j(/1, /2) is the 
stress condition of the onset of brittle cracking, so g(11 , 12) incorporates inhibiting or 
accelerating influence of the actual stress-state in the course of fracturing process being 
advanced. 

In view of above assumptions, for restricted stress-paths, the cpi increments (crack 
openi:J.g) are taking place in such principal stress directions, for which conditions (2.4)a,t 
are satisfied. For other principal directjons we have dcp1 = 0. This is just "switching'~ 
mechanism - only selected principal stress directions are directions of crack opening. 

2* 
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20 A. DRAGON 

As an illustration of the rule (2.1) the uniaxial compression may be again considered. 
If the inequality f(/1 , /~) ~ 0 is satisfied, we have cracking increm~nts if compressive 
stress increases, since 

Thus d</> 1 = g(/1 , /~)ds1 , d</> 2 = g(/1, I~)ds2 and d</> 3 = 0 because s3 < 0, ds3 < 0. 
This type of fracture pattern, previously considered, is illustrated in Fig. 5 (scheme II). 

The Eqs. (2.4) must be discussed more fully now in connection with mathematical ad
missibility. We must prove that fracture tensor may be interpreted as a second-order 
tensor possessing three orthogonal, principal directions, etc ... , and, consequently, that 
the formulae (2.4) are permissible. At this point we may refer to the paper by VAKULENKO 

and K.AcHANov jr. [12], who discussed the concept of crack-tensor. They proposed the 
parameter which may be interpreted as the may density of crack-field, the single crack 
being characterized by tensor product b1n1 of crack-opening vector b1 and unit normal 
vector n1 orthogonal to initial discontinuity surface S<t> (crack surface before crack open
ing). This dyad is integrated over S<">; (index k means that kth crack is analysed). Crack
opening vector is defined as one connecting every two points M', M" being a unit point M 
before the crack formation. The formula ofaverage crack-tensor density is then the fol
lowing one 

(2.5) "([,,1 = ~ .2; J b~"> n~">ds<">. 
k Sed 

It is shown by K.ACHANOV jr. [13] that tensor <Pu so interpreted may be additively de
composed into slipping part and crack-opening part on the basis of appropriate decom
position of vector b1 into components bj•> perpendicular to n1 (so parallel to Set>) and bJ"> 
parallel to n1 (so normal to discontinuity surface Sct>).(l) 

Since we do not consider slipping in crack, the second-crack-opening part may be re
cognized to simulate brittle fissuration, as defined by us. For this crack-opening part, 
it can be proved that: <Pij> = <PJr>. 

Hence, three real principal components in three orthogonal directions can be found 
for <Pfj>. Further, we shall leave symbol (n) when writing 4>11 • It is seen now that the inter
pretation (2.5)' may be ascribed to non-zero 4>11-components determined by (2.4). The 
restriction that we deal with "normal" part only must be taken into account. It is, however, 
necessary to remark that <PIJ is the phenomenological parameter determined by the incre
mental relation (2.4). The .. iaterpretation (2.5)' serves only as a mathematical concept mak
ing the derivation of (2.4) permissible. It is now more clear that d</JIJ calculated from the 
kinetics-relationship (2.4) characterizes both intensity and geometry of crack-growth, 
associated with principal stress directions, as pointed earlier. 

Clearly, starting from principal directions one can obtain any arbitrary components 

d</JlJ = QuQJtd<Pt +QuQJ2d</>2+Q13QJ3d</J3 
e) Here we use the notion of the local crack-density tensor associated with material points of 

continuous medium: 
(2.5') .,J = b, IIJlx . 

Doing so, we replace in fact the real cracked body continuum on which the tensor field (2.5') is defined. 
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ON PHENOMENOLOOICAL DESCJUPnON OF ROCK-LIKE MATERIALS 21 

for any proper orthogonal transformation defined by Q,.,., while the kinetics equation for dl/J1 

is given by (2.4) in principal axes. The latter can also be rewritten in arbitrary basis in the 
form: 

(2.6) 

for non-zero increments of l/Ju. In Eq. (2.6) dii1J is not the full stress-tensor increment, 
but only its part obtained from the transformation of artificial stress-tensor (i.e. deviator 
in which negative principal components are neglected) from the principal to arbitrary 
basis. In uniaxial compression it is, for instance 

[
s 1 0 0 ] [s 1 0 0] 

s = · s2 0 , s = · s2 0 
· · s3 • 0 

and "iiu is obtained from s1i by transformation to arbitrary basis. Notice that su is no longer 
of the zero value. 

It is seen, however, that the physical sense of the form (2.4) is not so distinct in arbi
trary basis representation (2.6). 

2.3. Additional remarks. Progressive cracking in cyclic processes 

It must be noted additionally that the kinetic relation is incomplete since it does -not 
take into consideration the fact that in uniform triaxial tension we observe very speedy 
crack growth. Generally the fact that increment of / 1 accelerates the brittle fracture is clos
ed in coefficient g(/1 , / 2 ') for positive deviator-fracturing formula for compression and 
compression-tension stress-states. For purely tensile stresses where cracking is released 
and goes yet more quickly, the additional "releasing" term proportional to the increment 
of the first stress-invariant should be added in (2.4) (for / 1 > 0). Alternatively, in tension, 
principal deviator components in the formula (2.4) may be substituted by principal stress 
components. In this paper~ such more complicated kinetics formulae are not discussed. 

The important feature to be discussed is the variability of the domain of linear behav
iour f(/1 , /~) < 0; it is connected with the lack of fracture progress. We hav~ assumed 
previously that specific geometries of cracking are related to particular stress-paths on the 
basis of experiments, see Fig. 5. There are no experiments for rock-like materials in which 
loading cycles were prescribed with different stress-paths on each cycle (what implies con
sequently different crack patterns). However, on the basis of experimental studies on the 
nature of fracture in rocks, concretes [5, 8, 9, 10], it seems that the hypothesis of "localized 
brittle hardening" may be proposed. It postulates localized change of initial elastic domain 
boundary /(/1 , / 2 ') = 0 in the loading process when brittle fracturing occurs. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 7. The current region of elastic linear response is bounded by the part 
of initial surface /(/1 , IJ) = 0 together with surfaces s1 = const > 0 traced by the stress 
vector in process on the actual cycle which crossed the initial surface. Consequently it 
means that unloading is linear; l/Ju remains constant on the level cf>ff> (Fig. 7). But this 
"hardening" is not permanent. On the next loading cycle, new portion of cracks will de-

, I 

velop immediately after the condition f(I 1 , / 2) = 0 is satisfied, etc. If the second cycle 
stress-path is different from the first one, other deviator components may act and dif
ferent crack-growth geometry is realized. 
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22 A. DRAGON 

3. The form of constitutive equation 

It is recalled from Sect. 2.2 that any stress-path produces no irreversible brittle rear'\' 
rangements if stress-state satisfies the inequality: 

f(Il' 12) < 0. 

By assumptions made previously, the material is assumed to behave as linear-elastic 
in this case. The question of just how this behaviour is modified during continued loading 
when brittle cracking developes, is yet to be established mathematically. We have discus ... 
sed in Sect. 2.1 how complex are the effects of brittle rearrangement of material. On the 
other hand, in order to formulate useful model of discussed phenomenon, we must pre
serve its essential physical features together with making necessary simplifications. One 
of the possible assumptions now is to neglect irreversible deformation and proceed the 
quasi-elastic approach also for the processes involving brittle effects. Since the progres
sive, permanent destruction is then observed due to c/>u-increment, in dealing with such 
a procedure, the existence of variable potential function is postulated which depends on 
stress and, moreover, on the current crack-tensor value: 

(3.1) W = W(u,b c/>,1). 

The consequences of this step are very important. As it was found, cPii is the function 
of the stress trajectory by setting the incremental relation of kinetics (2.4). Hence, the 
model postulated, although based on the quasi-elastic framework, takes into account the 
stress-history influence on the material response, owing to the internal parameter concept 
involved. Thus, having in mind the Eq. (2.4), we must write: 

(3.2) W = W[u11 , c/>11(history of uk1)]. 

In fact, some aspects of inelastic behaviour can be described if non-zero c/>1rincrement 
exists. In order to do it, the incremental form of strain-stress relation is assumed as follows: 

(3.3) d · = a2
W[uiJ,cPtj{Utj)]ld +a2

W[ulbcPIJ(uiJ)]-lA. (u · du.) 
e1J a a uk, a a-~. uo/kl lJ, iJ , 

(JI} (Jkl (JI} o/kl 
<•=const) 

where 

as it was established previously. 
Note, that the relation (3.3) is of the type deiJ = C11k, (uu, cPii)dc1kz throughout the for

mula for cPii-increment. Using the latter we obtain 

de,i = a a
2

: duk, + a a
2

~ g(lt, Ii)dak,· 
(Jl} (Jkl (Jlj kl 

If the difference between the actual stress-increment du11 and the reduced stress-incre
ment diik, involving the kinetics equation is defined as 

dut, = duk,-crok, 

then (3.3) may be written in the form 

(3.4) 
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ON PHENOMENOLOOICAL DESCRIPTION OF ROCK-LIKE MATERIALS 23 

Generally, incorporating the crack-tensor into the potential W must lead to-aniso
tropy of the relation (3.3) which is related to anisotropy of material response induced by 
brittle cracking. The specification of material coefficients may be done using the formula 
(3.3) or equivalent form of (3.4). For simple stress-paths, the constant principal directions 
of stress imply regular crack-patterns and known, clear types of anisotropy may appear. 
The problem is more involved for non-simple loading involving rotation of principal stress 
direc~ions. According to the kinetics relationship, also the principal directions of <Pti will 

6 

FIG. 6. 

rotate and very complicated anisotropy may appear as a result of many increments d<f>1i. 

It may be still modified by every next step of loading. Here we shall not consider anisotro
py induced by incrementally defined fracturing of the material(l). Furthermore, we consid
er very simplified form of (3.3), neglecting anisotropy but considering non-linearity to
gether with simulation of v~lume changes and elastic-brittle coupling effects. 

We assume that for any stress-path within the initial elastic domain only the first term 
of (3.3) is valid, since there is no crack-tensor increment. The same is for all stress-paths 
which - according to the loading restrictions of Sect. 2.2 - do not involve brittle cracking 

even for /(/1 , I~) ~ 0. So, the tensor 
0 
°2

: is the tensor of actual moduli . functions 
aii au 

dependent on the current value of the crack tensor <Pii. It may be restricted to be the ten
sor of actual secant material moduli and assumed to define the unloading (since the unload
ing stress-paths are also such ones with no brittle cracking on them). Under those assump
tions we have a model with quasi-elastic-brittle coupling because unloading moduli change 
on every stage of process, depending on actual value of the tensor cPii, see Fig. 6 and 7. 

Now, we postulate W(aiJ, cPti) to be apparently the quadratic homogeneous form in 
aii. remembering that it is furthermore dependent on aii through cPkl. According our 
isotropy restriction, we proceed with the form 

(3.5) W = cx(c/Ju)If + fJ(c/Jk,)I~. 
Wz now introduce the intensity of tensor cPii defined as follows: 

1 

(3.6) C(i> ( c/Jij) = ( ( </>kk) 2 + c/Jijc/JijP. ·, 

(l j For total (J - e elastic material without crack-kinetics, some remarks on this subject · are given 
by KACHANOV jr (13]. 
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24 A. D~OON 

For some stage of brittle cracking, the final splitting on the macroscale takes place 
(the final failure). It is assumed that it occurs under constant intensity named cult inde
pendent of stress-state in compression. This assumption will be discussed in Sect. 4. We 
also set 

We now propose particular representation of Was the function of crack-tensor l/J1", 

throughout specifying functions rx(l/J11), f3(l/J11) related simply to variable moduli K11 (the 

a F 

-S3=D 

- -Sa=const>O 

D -ffa1=-ffu2 

e 
M 

8 
Material behaviour 
in the cyclic loading 
(predicted response) 

-az 
0 e 

-63 

d 

FIG. 7. 

volumetric one) and G11 (the shear one). The form of functions proposed here is motivated 
mainly by 'particular non-linear behaviour of rock-like materials in simple load-paths. 
These functions simulate progressively developing the non-linearity due to cracking, as it 
was discussed in Sect. 2.1 on the basis of experiments. 
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Detailed forms of functions for isotropic behaviour are proposed as 

(3.7) 
-1 1 

{J(ljJ",) = - 2G,(ljJ
11

) 
1 

6a[l/J",) = 3K,[l/Jul 
3K

0
h ( c(.l/J) )

2 

' 

Cult 

or, alternatively 

3K
0

Jh.c(ljJ) c(ljJ) -1 +1l 
6a(ljJ1") = [ ] , 

\ Cult Cult r 
where b, n, h are material constants. G0 and K0 are initial moduli. The formula (3.7h. 
describes concrete behaviour where characteristic inflection of volumetric curves is ob-
served (see Fig. 1, the curve[). Throughout a(l/Ju), {J(l/Ju) the formulae (3.7) describe the 
irreversible variation of material potential function W( e1u, l/Ju) due to brittle cracking. 

Now, after substituting (3.7) into (3.5), using (3.3) we obtain the particular form of 
constitutive equation; we decompose it into shear and volumetric parts. It becomes=~ 

hKo (-1- -2) ( l/J"" ~'J + l/JiJ) dl/Ju 
d 1 d Cuu c(l/J) cult 

eu = 3K,(l/Ju) C1u+C1ki --3K;'--=-(-ljJ,-J) ____ _ 
(3.8) 

c(l/J)"-2 
1 

Gobn (l/Ju ~iJ+f/J;1)dljJ11 
de ~ s ____ c_=ult~~---~-

11 = 2Gs(</JIJ) lJ- iJ 2G:(l/JIJ) 

while dl/Ju is determined by (2.4) or (2.6). 
In (3.8) the (3.7h form of a(l/Ju) is incorporated. 
Consider now two triaxial programmes of compression illustrated in Fig. 8, and assume: 

(b) (b) 

Linear behaviour 

0 
ere3 EJ<k 

61-63 

Predicted shear and 
volumetric response for 
different triaxial stress-
paths (a) 

e1-e3 ekk: 

FIG. 8. 
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26 A. DRAGON 

for simplicity that the surface of the brittle-crack-onset condition in the stress space is 
of the conical shape as given by the Eq. (2.2). 

We conclude for the second programme (b) that the linear behaviour is predicted until 
point B on the surface (2.2) is reached. At this stage </>;i remains equal to the initial 
value 4>JJ> while formally the first term of (3.3) is governing the material behaviour, with 
the initial moduli K0 , G0 • 

After passing B and setting (] 1 = (] 2 , while (] 3 < (] 1 = (] 2 , the process of brittle crack
ing proceeds with </> 1 and </>l active components of the crack tensor. There is </> 1 = </>2 

because s1 = s2 > 0 and positive ds1 and ds2 increments are applied. Thus, the non
linearity follows as a consequence of </>1rincrements. Suitable curves (b) for shear and 
volumetric response are now of the form, as shown in Fig. 8(b). 

Turning to the radial path (a) it is noted that now progressive cracking of the same ge
·ometry as in (b) with </> 1 = </>2 non-zero components characterizes the process from the 
beginning. The full equation (3.3) is adopted on entire stress-path (not on its part as 
previously), together with the kinetic equation (2.4) and the curves are non-linear in the 
.complete range of stresses appplied (Fig. 8(a)). 

-4. The failure envelopes dependent on the stress-history 

The results developed so far include the possibility of deriving the failure envelopes 
.dependent on the stress trajectory applied in particular process. Indeed, by integrating the 
kinetic equation (2.4) one can compute the actual value of the intensity c<i> ( </>;i) defined 
by the formula (3.6). By determining the critical intensity value cult for some reference 
test, for instance for uniaxial compression test, we obtain the measure of failure. It is cal
·Culated by integrating the Eq. (2.4); the value of cu1t is the function of maximum uniaxial 
:Stress. Having established the function g(/1 , / 2 ) as the linear function of stresses: 

, 2 cm 
( 

2 
)
1 ( 2) 

where 'l'oct = - T /2 , an~ ao = 1.5 kG , 

(
cm

2
) 

b0 = 10 kG , 

we obtain for uniaxial compression 

{4.1) c!Jtiax.) = 1.30(]~, 

where (]0 is the maximum uniaxial compressive stress (uniaxial strength). We have assumed 
that intensity of crack-field developed, measured by the scalar c(</>;i) at the stage of final 
splitting is the same for different stress-states (and consequently for different crack-geo
metries). In other words, we assert that intensity (density) of cracks in elementary volume_ 
referred to the final failure is established in spite of different geometries in different 
:Stress-states. This seems to be true at least for compressive stress-states associated with 
"crushing" -brittle cracking. 

Now, we can compare c<i>(</>ii) for any stress trajectory to the reference value (4.1) 
and calculate the failure stress for this process related to uniaxial strength from the follow
ing equality: 

(4.2) c(i)ult(</>;j) = c~'t';iax.>. 
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The possibility of such prediction of failure level of stress, without no a priori postu
lating, seems to be important. It has been reported by some investigators that the final 
fracture surface, in general, may not be fixed in the stress-space [14]. In fact, it is dependent 
on the stress-history for rock-like materials. 

The failure envelope in the principal stress-space for radial paths in plane states is 
plotted in Fig. 10. Similarly, the curves for triaxial compression, when the lateral princi
pal stresses are equal, are shown in Fig. 9. 

The results presented are in good agreement with those found experimentally. It is 
shown in Fig. 9 where the domains of scattering of different experimental data, taken 
from [9, 14, 15, 16], are plotted (limited by dotted lines). The resulting theoretical curves 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

/ 

FIG. 9. 

for triaxial conditions are hyperbolas in the principal stress-space. The equations of enve
lopes for different programmes are given below: 

Programme (b-1); the non-zero valued components of </>ii are (in principal directions) 
</>b </>z; </>1 = </>z; Cult = Pa~; (P = 1.30) 

2 ( y'2 bo a0 ) ( }12b0 ) . 2 ( 5 y'2 bo ) 3P k 32- 2 -nk 2a0+-
3

- +n 2 a0 +-
3
- 2 -y'

6 
=0, 

where 

O"t (12 • V 2 n =-=-,moreover, m the formula (2.2) c0 = b0 -
3 

. 
O"o O"o 
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28 A. DRAGON 

Programme (b-2); f/> 3 #= 0 

k2 
( ~ a0+ V6

2 b0 )+nk(2a0 - }~2 b0 ) +bn'(V7 ~· - ; ao)- 2~2 = 0. 

Programme (a-2); also f/> 3 #= 0 (radial path) 

(s·n)'(a.+~2 bo)+n· (5-n+·- 2~ b.)-n'(2a.- v; b.)-::;= 0, 
where 

u3 su1 su2 U1 u2 
~=-=-=s·n; n=-=-. 
Uo U0 U0 u0 U0 

The invariant t5 (determinant of coefficients of second-order terms of above equa
tions) is the same for all curves: 

a 

Experiment a I 
envelope For com
presoion- tension 
streo.ses 

b 

/ 
/ 

, 

/ 
/ 

FIG. 10. 

,/ 

6z/6o 

Biaxia I stress states
radial paths 

Cutt = const = 1.30u5 
(numerical results) 

Cuft=1.30off 

Cutt (tension}# Cutt (compression) 
Cutt = var, For compression

tension 
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Discussion of results for stress-path denoted by (b-2) is difficult because of lack of 
many tests carried out for this regime. It may be possible that differences between the 
form of envelopes (a-2) and (b-2) are too great, but they are qualitatively correct. 

In the plane stress, the experimental data[4, 10] confirm theoretically computed envelope 
in compressive domain. The significant discrepancy between observed and predicted enve
lope in tension and compression-tension takes place because of the simplification made 
by setting cult as constant value, independent of stress state. This is true in compression. 
Under tensile stresses, however, only few cracks develop. Sometimes in specimens under 
tension the single crack quickly grows until final failure. On the contrary, in compression 
the crack field is more "dense" until failure occurs, within the same brittle mechanism 
defined in Sect. 2.2. The direction of cracks in tension strongly decreases the working 
cross-section of specimen and consequently no more cracks growth can occur before 
failure. Taking it into account, cult variable in tensile and compressive-tensile zone was 
assumed (its value growing from tension to compression). Doing so, good agreement 
with experiments, also in transient states of compression-tension is obtained. It is shown 
schematically in Fig. lOb. 

5. Concluding remarks 

Here our concern has been exclusively with theoretical model of physically non
linear behaviour of rock-like materials. Macroscopic response is treated within the frame
work developed, so that the process of progressive fracturing is incorporated. 

The approach presented may be regarded as a convenient representation of non-linear 
behaviour when complex volumetric deformations and elastic-brittle coupling effects are 
observed. The incremental stress-strain relationship, traced to the change of internal 
cracking parameter, is introduced. Such description exhibits important advantage, namely, 
the theory is history-dependent, valid for any loading path including failure. The failure 
criteria depend on stress-history. They are not a priori postulated, but derived using the 
kinetic equation for brittle cracking and the concept of the critical intensity of cracking 
parameter. The paper presents some applications of the model for moderate hydrostatic 
pressures. 
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